
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Ref: No. QUOT/Purchase/2022-23/16                                                                                                 Date: 26.11.2022 

QUOTATION INVITING NOTICE 

Sealed quotations are invited for providing and fixing furniture in research lab in the Hansraj College. 
 

Sr.  

No. 

Description of Item(s) Quantity 

(Approx.) 

Rate 

(Excluding GST) 

1. Working L Type Table Against The Wall 4250+5250mm xL (750xH) 550mm xD 

Providing and fixing of working table to be fitted along the wall made in CRCA 1mm 

sheet, with Epoxy powder coated furniture, of size 32’L x30”Dx 30”HT with 18mm +/-2 

jet black granite table top, as per our design/catalog/drawing in colour combination to be 

approved by you. The combination will as per our design i.e. floor mounted. The table 

will be as per the drawings, with drawer and door with lock & knee space granite & foot 

sport. 

35ft  

2. Teacher table & chair table size (Lx1500Dx750Hx750 with wooden 50mm top 2mm 

machine pressed pvc tap. 
01Set  

3. Lab Chairs ( Leg chrome plated with wheels and plastic medium back (Make: Niya) 12Nos  
 

1. Sealed envelope should be super-scribed with “providing and fixing furniture in research lab in the Hansraj 

College” and addressed to  

The Principal, 

Hansraj College 

Malka Ganj 

Delhi-110007 

2. Quotation should reach to the above address through Registered/Speed post or by hand latest by 02.12.2022 up to 

1100Hrs. 

3. The unit rate for any item should be quoted without GST and the slab (%) or amount of GST to be mentioned 

therein     

4. Any rate quoted by vendor without mentioning GST slab for any item, the quoted rate for that item will be 

considered as GST inclusive. 

5. Vendors who are applying for above quotation must have GSTIN registration and GSTIN no. to be mentioned on 

the quotation.  

6. The Principal may accept or reject any or all the quotation in part or full without assigning any reason. 

7. The Principal reserve the right to splitting the items to two or more vendor for placement of order. 

8. Payment Terms: Full and final payment will be made after successful delivery and installation (if required) of 

Instruments at free of cost at our college.     

9. All the payment will be made through RTGS/NEFT only 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     -Sd-                                                                                                                           -Sd- 

Convener                               Principal 

       Purchase Committee                                              Hansraj College 

Copy to: College Website 

 


